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Several lines of evidence imply early alterations in metabolic and endocannabinoid neurotransmission in
Huntington disease (HD). Using [18F]MK-9470 and small animal PET, we investigated for the first time cerebral
changes in type 1 cannabinoid (CB1) receptor binding in vivo in pre-symptomatic and early symptomatic rats of
HD (tgHD), in relation to glucose metabolism, morphology and behavioral testing for motor and cognitive
function. Twenty-three Sprague–Dawley rats (14 tgHDand 9wild-types)were investigated between the age of 2
and 11 months. Relative glucose metabolism and parametric CB1 receptor images were anatomically
standardized to Paxinos space and analyzed voxel-wise. Volumetric microMRI imaging was performed to assess
HD neuropathology.Within the first 10 months, bilateral volumes of caudate–putamen and lateral ventricles did
not significantly differ between genotypes. Longitudinal- and genotype evolution showed that relative [18F]
MK-9470 binding progressively decreased in the caudate–putamen and lateral globus pallidus of tgHD rats
(−8.3%, p≤1.1×10−5 at 5 months vs. −10.9%, pb1.5×10−5 at 10 months). In addition, relative glucose
metabolism increased in the bilateral sensorimotor cortex of 2-month-old tgHD rats (+8.1%, p≤1.5×10−5),
where itwaspositively correlated tomotor function at that timepoint. TgHDrats developed cognitive deficits at 6
and 11 months of age. Our findings point to early regional dysfunctions in endocannabinoid signalling, involving
the lateral globus pallidus and caudate–putamen. In vivo CB1 receptor measurements using [18F]MK-9470 may
thus be a useful early biomarker for HD. Our results also provide evidence of subtlemotor and cognitive deficits at
earlier stages than previously described.
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Introduction

Huntington disease (HD) is an autosomal, dominantly inherited
neurodegenerative disease, characterized by progressive motor
dysfunction, emotional changes and cognitive impairment. The disease
is caused by an expanded CAG repeat in exon 1 of the gene encoding the
protein huntingtin (htt) (The Huntington's Disease Collaborative
Research Group, 1993). Adult onset is usually observed with trinucle-
otide repeat blocks between 40 and 50 units, whereas more than 70
repeats results in a more severe and much less frequently observed
juvenile form. The most striking pathophysiological feature of HD
affected brains is the progressive atrophy of the caudate nucleus and the
putamen, accompanied by a secondary enlargement of the lateral
ventricles (Vonsattel et al., 1985). Despite progress in elucidating the
molecular pathology of HD, therapeutic benefit for patients in terms of
effective pharmacotherapy with either symptomatic or protective
effects, has been scarce.

The endocannabinoid system (ECS) (Katona and Freund, 2008) is
likely involved in human HD. One of the earliest neurochemical
alterations observed is the loss of type 1 cannabinoid (CB1) receptor
binding from the basal ganglia nuclei (Richfield and Herkenham, 1994;
Glass et al., 2000). This loss appears to occur prior to the loss of co-
localised receptors such as the dopamine D1 and D2 receptors (Glass
et al., 2000) and alterations in cerebral metabolism (Antonini et al.,
1996). In the brain, CB1 receptors are found at high densities on GABA-
ergic striatal terminals in the globus pallidus and substantia nigra that
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are specifically affected by cellular dysfunction and death in HD
(Richfield and Herkenham, 1994), and are involved in the control of
motor behavior through modulation of neuronal firing and neurotrans-
mitter release (Goutopoulos andMakriyannis, 2002). Hence, dysregula-
tion of cannabinoid-mediated control of striatal function might play a
critical role in the pathogenesis and symptom development of HD. Loss
of CB1 receptor mRNA has also been observed in the striatum of
transgenic HD mice prior to the onset of motor related HD-like
symptoms and preceding neural degeneration (Denovan-Wright and
Robertson, 2000; Lastres-Becker et al., 2002; Blazquez et al., 2011).
Genetic ablation of CB1 receptors has been shown to accelerate the
onset of HD-like symptoms in transgenic R6/2 mice (Blazquez et al.,
2011). In symptomatic HD patients, we recently found a profound
cortical and subcortical loss of CB1 receptor availability in vivo (Van
Laere et al., 2010).

So far, only in vitro and ex vivo data exist on the ECS in genetic HD
models. Studies of CB1 receptor changes in transgenic models of HD
have focused on the basal ganglia, hippocampus and motor cortex, but
have not assessed other brain regions (Dowie et al., 2009;Dowie et al.,
2010).Alsounknown iswhether CB1 receptor levels are changed in vivo.
In vivo imaging of CB1 receptors in rat brain has become feasible due to
the development of CB1-selective PET radioligands, such as [18F]MK-
9470 (Burns et al., 2007).

Our primary objective was to explore CB1 receptor changes in vivo
using small animal PET at the pre-symptomatic and early symptomatic
stage (defined up to 10 months using literature data (Nguyen et al.,
2006)) of a transgenic rat model for HD. As a second objective, brain
glucose metabolism and behavioral variables for cognitive and motor
function, all shown to be altered early in patients and animal models of
HD (Antonini et al., 1996;Wang et al., 2005), were investigated in the
same animals and correlated to the regional CB1 receptor availability.

Materials and methods

Animals

In this study, we have used a transgenic HD (tgHD) rat model,
previously characterized by an adult-onset neurological HD-like
phenotype, with slowly progressive motor function, cognitive
impairments and neuropathological abnormalities such as neuronal
intranuclear inclusions and enlarged lateral ventricles (Nguyen et al.,
2006). In total, 14 homozygous male Sprague–Dawley tgHD (+/+)
rats and 9 wild-type littermates (WT) were included. Breeding was
carried out by mating hemizygous transgenic males with hemizygous
transgenic females so that offspring of the homozygous and WT
genotype were obtained within one litter.

The tgHD rats express 727 amino acids of the HD genewith 51 CAG
repeats (cDNA position 324–2321, corresponding to 22% full length),
Fig. 1. Experiment time-line. Experiment time-line for functional and structural imaging of a
of the different modalities used per month is shown in B. m, month; d, day; h, hour.
under control of the endogenous rat htt promoter (von Horsten et al.,
2003). Genotyping was carried out at the age of 3 weeks by QPCR. All
animals were housed as pairs within a cage, at an average room
temperature of 22 °C and a 12-h light/dark cycle. Food andwater were
given ad libitum. The research protocol was approved by the local
Animal Ethics Committees and was according to European Ethics
Committee guidelines (decree 86/609/EEC).

Radiotracer preparation and imaging

Functional imaging of brain CB1 receptor binding and glucose
metabolism was performed in tgHD and WT animals at the age of 2, 5
and 10months (for time-line overview, see Fig. 1). Brain CB1 receptor
imagingwas done using the radioligand [18F]MK-9470 (N-[2-(3-cyano-
phenyl)-3-(4-(2-[18F]fluorethoxy)-phenyl)-1-methylpropyl]-2-(5-
methyl-2-pyridyloxy)-2-methylpropona-mide), which is characterized
byhigh specificity andhighaffinity for theCB1 receptor (rat IC50 0.9nM).
The precursor for [18F]MK-9470 was obtained from Merck Research
Laboratories (MRL, West Point, USA). Radiolabeling was performed on-
site by alkylation of the precursor with 2-[18F]fluoroethylbromide.
Metabolic imaging was performed using [18F]-FDG. [18F]-FDG was
prepared using an IBA 18/9 cyclotron and a routine [18F]-FDG synthesis
module. Tracer preparation and characteristics have been described
previously (Casteels et al., 2006;Burns et al., 2007).

Prior to small animal PET imaging, rats were anesthetized using
2.5% isoflurane in 2.0 L/min oxygen. Tail veins were catheterized for
injection of the radioligands ([18F]MK-9470 21.6±1.8 MBq; [18F]-FDG
20.3±1.6 MBq; specific activity range 100–760 GBq/μmol). The
radioligands were diluted with saline to obtain a 5% ethanol solution
and injected in a total volume of approximately 500 μL. After overnight
fasting, [18F]MK-9470 measurements were obtained during a 20 min
interval, starting 1 h post-injection, while [18F]-FDG acquisitions were
performed between 60 and 100 min post-injection. [18F]-FDGdatawere
acquired 4 days after [18F]MK-9470 measurements.

Small animal PET imaging was performed using a FOCUS 220
tomograph (Siemens/Concorde Microsystems, Knoxville, TN), which
has a transaxial resolution of 1.35 mm full-width at half-maximum.
Data were acquired in a 128×128×95 matrix with a pixel width of
0.475 mm and a slice thickness of 0.796 mm.

To assess neuropathological features of HD, manifested as loss of the
caudate–putamen volume and as enlargement of the lateral ventricles,
anatomical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed 1 day
after PET on a 9.4 Tesla Bruker Biospec Scanner (Bruker Biospin,
Ettlingen, Germany) using a dedicated rat brain surface coil (Rapid
Biomedical, Rimpar, Germany) (Fig. 1). Three-dimensional coronal high
resolution images of the entire rat brainwere obtained in 20 minusing a
conventional 3D turboRARE sequence with following parameters:
TR=1200 ms, TEeff=46 ms, rare-factor=12, matrix 256×156×77,
transgenic rat model in the early phase of Huntington disease (A). A detailed description
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isotropic voxel size of 195 μm. Rats were anesthetized with 2–3%
isoflurane, the head fixed in a stereotaxic frame and body temperature
maintained at 37±1 °C.

Behavioral testing

All rats were testedwithin the light phase of a 12 h light/dark cycle
for cognitive capability using the radial arm maze and for motor
function using the Catwalk as described below. Cognitive capability
was assessed at the age of 3, 6 and 11 months (Fig. 1). Motor function
was tested within 1 week from the small animal PET experiments and
repeated monthly until the age of 10 months (Fig. 1). Body weight as
confounding variable was measured at all test days.

Radial arm maze
Spatial learning and memory were assessed in an eight-arm radial

maze for rats. The radial maze consisted of an octagonal central area
from which eight arms (55×15×22.5 cm; LxWxH) radiated out-
wards. The maze was placed 70 cm above the floor in a room with
fixed extra-maze visual cues. At each time point, rats were habituated
to the radial arm maze in a 10-min daily session on 3 successive days.
The baits (sweetened cereal) were available towards the end of each
arm to encourage exploration. Following this training period, animals’
weight was gradually reduced over 4 days and maintained at
approximately 85% of their free-feeding rate during the testing
period. The testing period consisted of 2 days, on which explorative
behavior and reinforced alternation were evaluated. The test protocol
below is based on Nguyen et al. (Nguyen et al., 2006).

Experiment 1 (day 1): exploratory behavior. Each animal was
individually placed in the centre of the eight-armmaze, and was allowed
to freely investigate the maze for 10 min. The frequency distribution of
angles between consecutively entered arms was evaluated. An arm entry
was scoredwhen all four paws of the ratwerewithin an armusing digital
video recording.One trial per animalwas given. Thearmswerenot baited.

Experiment 2 (day 2): reinforced alternation. The animal started in a
randomly chosen arm. The remaining seven arms were baited with a
food pellet. The trial was terminated if all seven pellets had been
collected or 10 min had elapsed. The number ofworkingmemory errors
(i.e. re-entering an arm that was previously visited) were scored using
digital video recording. One trial per animal was given.

Catwalk
The feasibility of the Catwalk to asses gait disturbances in animal

models of neurodegenerative diseases has been demonstrated before
(Vandeputte et al., 2010). The Catwalk™ (Noldus, Wageningen, The
Netherlands) consists of a horizontal glass plate and video-capturing
equipment placed below. It allows semi-automated quantification of a
largenumber of locomotor parameters duringwalkway crossing, such as
stride length, base of support, interlimb coordination, and swing/stance
phases. The principle of thismethod is based on optical reflection of paw
contact points using a fluorescent tube. For correct locomotor analysis,
three uninterrupted runswere usedwith aminimumof 4 step sequence
patterns. For experiments reported here between16 and28 strideswere
collected for every animal (mean=18.4±3.0). Locomotor speed, i.e. the
covered distance over the runway (cm) divided by the time needed to
cross it, was additionally determined in each run as it may act as
confounder for results’ interpretation (Koopmans et al., 2007). Also,
stride frequency was post hoc calculated as the number of strides per
second.

Image processing and data analysis

For quantification purposes, PET scans were reconstructed using
filtered back projection. Parametric images based onmodified standard
uptake values (mSUV) ( = activity concentration (MBq/ml)×((body
mass (g)+mean body mass control)/2)/injected dose (MBq) ) were
generated as measure of absolute [18F]MK-9470 binding. These were
previously validated to give good estimates of total receptor volume of
distribution as determined by full kinetic modelling (Sanabria-Bohor-
quez et al., 2010).No significantdifferences inweight or injected activity
werepresent between tgHDandWT rats.We investigatedboth absolute
and relative [18F]MK-9470 binding. Relative [18F]MK-9470 binding was
expressed asmSUVnormalized onwhole-brainmSUV. Relative regional
glucose metabolism was determined by normalizing [18F]-FDG data to
thewhole-brain uptake. Thewithin subject test–retest variability of our
imaging procedure is consistent inmagnitudewith humandata, i.e. b 5%
(Casteels et al., 2006;Goffin et al., 2008).

To obtain maximal use of information without a priori knowledge,
PET data were analyzed voxel-wise using SPM2 (Statistical Parametric
Mapping, Welcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK).
For spatial normalisation, individual PET-MRI data were non-linearly
normalized to custom-made rat brain templates in Paxinos stereo-
tactic space (Casteels et al., 2006). This methodology allows reporting
results in coordinates directly corresponding to the Paxinos coordi-
nate system for the rat brain. For SPM analysis, data were smoothed
with an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 1.2 mm and analyzed both in a
multifactor design using genotype (tgHD vs. WT)×age (2 months vs.
5 months vs. 10 months) (i.e. looking at differences over time be-
tween genotypes), as well as in a single factor design using genotype
or age only (i.e. looking at cross-sectional and longitudinal differ-
ences, respectively). For statistical analysis, T-maps were interrogated
at a peak voxel level of p=0.005 (uncorrected) and extent threshold
kEN200 voxels. Only clusters with pb0.05, corrected for multiple
comparisons were retained, as described previously (Casteels et al.,
2010b). Exceptions on pcluster weremade for clusters which were both
neurobiologically plausible and relevant in the light of other findings
in this study. For analysis of relative receptor binding and [18F]-FDG,
proportional scaling to themean voxel value was used and an analysis
threshold of 0.8 of the mean image intensity was applied.

In addition, a voxel-based correlation analysis between relative
[18F]MK-9470 uptake / [18F]-FDG data and the behavioral outcomes
for cognitive and motor function was performed within the tgHD
group. Literature data have previously shown that [18F]-FDG uptake is
mainly coupled to glutamate- and GABA-mediated synaptic activity
(Magistretti, 2006), which is also modulated by the ECS.

To assess the neuropathological features of HD in vivo, caudate–
putamen volume and lateral ventricle size were quantified (Vonsattel
et al., 1985). Bilateral caudate nucleus and putamen volumes were
determined bymanual delineation on the transverse slices of MRI data.

A measure for the volume of the lateral ventricles was obtained
from the 3D turboRARE MRI images using an automated method, in
order to avoid the impact of possible manual segmentation inaccu-
racies induced by MRI image ambiguity (e.g. due to partial volume
effects that are likely to occur for the thin, elongated shape of the
lateral ventricle). A volume of interest (VOI) around the left and right
lateral ventricles was first defined in the image through affine co-
registration with an atlas template (Maes et al., 1997). Hyper-intense
voxels within this VOI, corresponding to ventricular cerebrospinal-
fluid (CSF), were segmented by thresholding the intensity values in
this VOI above mean+1.5*SD and the volume of these CSF voxels was
reported as indicative for the lateral ventricular volume.

General statistics

Reported values inmanuscript and graphs are given as themean±SD.
Conventional statistics were carried out using Statistica v8.0 (Statsoft,
Tulsa, OK, USA). Behavioral outcomes and body weight were analyzed
using non-parametric Mann–Whitney U tests as time-variations in size,
weight and skeletalmorphometryhavebeen shownto influence standard
gait measurements (Wooley et al., 2009). Caudate–putamen volume and
lateral ventricle size were subjected to repeated measures ANOVA with
one between-subject factor, i.e. genotype andwith repeatedmeasures on
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the factor age. Tukey HSD test was used for post hoc comparison.
Significance was accepted at the 95% probability level.
Results

Small animal [18F]MK-9470 and [18F]-FDG PET imaging

Absolute [18F]MK-9470 binding values were not significantly
different in the brain of tgHD rats and WT littermates at the age of 2, 5
and 10months. Also, absolute [18F]MK-9470 values of male Sprague–
Dawley rats are consistent inmagnitudewith those previously reported
in female Wistar rats (Casteels et al., 2010a; Casteels et al., 2010b).
Representative images of absolute [18F]MK-9470binding in the rat brain
of 2-month-old tgHD rats and controls are shown in Fig. 2. As can be
seen from this figure, the pattern of [18F]MK-9470 uptake observed in
the rat control brain is similar to that previously reported ex vivo
(Herkenham et al., 1990), i.e. a fairly uniform and high uptake in the
cortex, cerebellum and caudate–putamen.

Regional relative values for [18F]MK-9470 did not reach significance in
a multifactor design comparing genotype×age. A single factor design
using genotype only showed regional changes in relative [18F]MK-9470
binding in the lateral globus pallidus and caudate–putamen of 5- and 10-
month-old tgHD rats as compared to controls (cross-sectional design;
Fig. 3A-B). Themean intensity of thedeficit at the Paxinos coordinate peak
maximum was −8.3±0.04 % (p≤1.1×10−5) and −10.9±0.05 %
(pb1.5×10−5) for 5- and 10-month-old tgHD rats, respectively. The
location of the significant cluster which incorporated only the right
hemisphere at 5 months of age (at this threshold), extended to both sides
when tgHD rats were 10 months old.

Also, in a single factor designwith age, 5- and 10-month-old tgHD rats
showed bilaterally decreased relative [18F]MK-9470 binding in the lateral
globus pallidus and caudate–putamen as compared to the 2-month time
point (longitudinal design; Fig. 4). The average right hemisphere
declines, relative to the 2-month time point, at the Paxinos coordinate
peak maximumwere−7.0±0.06 % (p≤4.0×10−5) and−6.1±0.04 %
Fig. 2. Mean [18F]MK-9470 and [18F]-FDG in tgHD. Average cross-sectional small animal PET
transgenic HD rats and their wild-type littermates. The intersection point of the three planes
coordinates), which corresponds to the right hemisphere (L=left; R=right). The intersection
(−2.2, 1.2, −1.9). Small animal PET images are co-registered to a turboRARE MRI rat brain te
relative intensities for [18F]-FDG and MRI. Note the higher uptake of [18F]-FDG in the sensorim
(p≤4.1×10−6) for 5 and 10 month-old tgHD rats, respectively, while
left hemisphere values were −8.9±0.04% (p≤1.5×10−5) and
−11.0±0.05% (p≤9.2×10−8). Relative [18F]MK-9470 values did not
differ in WT animals upon ageing at the applied significance threshold.

In addition, representative images of themean glucose metabolism of
2-month-old tgHD rats and controls are given in Fig. 2. Voxel-based
analysis showed significant glucose hypermetabolism bilaterally in the
sensorimotor cortex of 2-month-old tgHD rats in comparison to controls
(Fig. 3C; + 8.1±0.1%; p≤1.5×10−5). The cluster in the bilateral
sensorimotor cortex encompassed the primary and secondary motor
cortex, the primary (forelimb-, hindlimb-region and barrel field)
somatosensory cortex, the thalamic nuclei and the anterior part of the
hippocampus. No significant changes in [18F]-FDG uptake were detected
at later ages (pheightb0.005). Detailed cluster peak locations and p-values
of SPM analyses are shown in Table 1.

The above small animal PET findings were seen without genoty-
pe×time-differences in caudate–putamen volume and lateral ventricle
size (Fig. 5). The caudate–putamen volume and lateral ventricle size of
5- and 10-month-old tgHD and WT rats significantly differed from the
2-month time point (time-effect; repeated measures ANOVA, pb0.05).
Behavioral testing and body weight

Body weight as confounding variable was not different between
genotype across all behavioral test days.

During free investigation of the radial arm maze, homozygous tgHD
rats exhibited explorative behavior comparable to theirWT littermates at
the age of 3, 6 and 11 months. During explorative behavior, there was no
major difference in preference for certain angles when choosing arms at
all time-points tested (Fig. 6A, B, C). Activity,measured by total number of
arm entries was not significantly changed (data not shown). Arm bias
scores and angle bias scores, calculated as described by Holter et al.
(1996), also revealed no significant differences between HD transgenic
rats and controls, indicating that there were no perseverative tendencies
or uneven distribution of locomotor activity across the maze (data not
images of absolute [18F]MK-9470 binding (A) and [18F]-FDG uptake (B) in 2-month-old
in (A) has been set to the mid-striatal level (i.e. (x, y, z)=(−3.0, −0.3, −5.4) Paxinos
point of the three planes in (B) has been set to the right sensorimotor cortex, i.e. (x, y, z)=
mplate in Paxinos stereotactic space (C). Color bars indicate mSUV for [18F]MK-9470 and
otor cortex bilaterally of 2-month-old tgHD rats (arrow).

image of Fig.�2


Fig. 3. Cross-sectional comparison of [18F]MK-9470 and [18F]-FDG in tgHD and controls. (A–B) Statistical parametric maps of differences in relative [18F]MK-9470 binding in the
lateral globus pallidus and caudate–putamen of 5- and 10-month-old tgHD rats in comparison to controls. (C) Statistical parametric maps of the increased relative [18F]-FDG uptake
in the bilateral sensorimotor cortex of 2-month-old tgHD rats in comparison to controls. (D) Statistical parametric maps of increased relative [18F]-FDG in relation to gait
abnormalities (i.e. swing speed) of 2-month-old tgHD rats. Images are in neurological convention (L=left; R=right).
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shown). In addition, 6- and 11-month-old tgHD rats showed cognitive
decline in a spatial learning task. As illustrated in Fig. 6D, the number of
working memory errors made by transgenic animals at the age of 6 and
11 months was significantly higher, i.e. 9.8±5.8 vs. 2.3±1.9, pb0.001
and 8.5±5.6 vs. 1.6±2.0, pb0.002, respectively.
Fig. 4. Longitudinal comparisonof [18F]MK-9470 in tgHD. Coronal brain sections showingoverla
5- and 10-month-old tgHD rats as compared to the 2-month time point (figure given at peak he
which corresponds to the level of significance at the voxel level. A transverse and sagittal sectio
Images are in neurological convention (L=left; R=right).
On the Catwalk, 2-month-old tgHD rats showed increased swing
speed of the hind paws and right fore paw in comparison to controls
(Fig. 6E; all pb0.03). Also, at the same time point, the duration of paw
contact was lower for nearly all limbs (Fig. 6F; all p≤0.03), while
locomotor speed and stride frequency were significantly higher, i.e.
ys on the regionswith statistically significantlydecreased relative [18F]MK-9470 binding in
ight threshold pheightb0.005). Significant clusters are shown using a T-statistic color scale,
n with the intersection point set to the Paxinos coordinate peakmax is shown on the right.

image of Fig.�3
image of Fig.�4


Table 1
Peak locations for the clusters in the group comparisons and correlation analysis (at pheight≤0.005 uncorrected, kEN200).

Cluster-level Voxel-level Structure Name

pcorr kE T puncorr Intensity Difference (%) x y z

Cross-sectional [18F]MK-9470 Analysis: tgHD vs. WT
5 M: tgHDbWT 0.12 617 4.55 b0.001 −8.3 −4.0 −1.2 −5.2 Right caudate–putamen and lateral globus pallidus

4.49 b0.001 −3.8 −1.4 −4.0
10 M: tgHDbWT 0.04 1125 5.44 b0.001 −10.9 4.0 0.6 −4.8 Left caudate–putamen, primary sensory cortex, and

lateral globus pallidus
3.74 ≤0.001 5.4 −0.4 −4.4

0.936 282 3.75 ≤0.001 −9.5 −2.6 0.4 −5.2 Right caudate–putamen

Longitudinal [18F]MK-9470 Analysis: 10 M and 5 M vs. 2 M
tgHD: 5 Mb2 M 0.015 1133 5.04 b0.001 −8.9 3.4 −2.2 −6.6 Left lateral globus pallidus

3.98 b0.001 4.4 −3.2 −7.0
0.012 1197 4.67 b0.001 −7.0 −3.2 −2.6 −7.8 Right lateral globus pallidus and ventral pallidum

4.25 b0.001 −3.2 −1.4 −6.0
3.49 ≤0.001 −3.2 −2.0 −4.6

tgHD: 10 Mb2 M b0.001 7512 9.98 b0.001 −11.0 −4.4 −3.4 −7.8 Lateral globus pallidus bilaterally, ventral pallidum
and amygdaloid nucleus

8.44 b0.001 −4.0 −2.0 −6.0
7.50 b0.001 −3.8 −2.2 −5.0
7.08 b0.001 −6.1 4.0 −2.2 −5.8

Cross-sectional [18F]-FDG Analysis: tgHD vs. WT
2 M: tgHDNWT ≤0.002 5131 5.43 b0.001 +8.1 −1.6 −1.6 −2.6 Bilateral sensorimotor cortex

5.29 b0.001 0 −2.4 −2.8
4.71 b0.001 2.6 −2.2 −4.4

Correlation Analysis: positive correlation with swing speed on Catwalk®
0.036 15540 5.33 b0.001 – 3.0 −2.4 −5.6 Bilateral sensorimotor cortex

5.27 b0.001 −5.2 −2.0 −3.0
4.22 b0.001 4.4 −2.0 −2.5

Pcorr at cluster level: the chance (p) of finding a cluster with this or a greater size (kE), corrected for search volume.
kE=cluster extent.
T=measure of the statistical significance.
Puncorr at voxel level: the chance (p) of finding (under the null hypothesis) a voxel with this or a greater height (T-statistic), uncorrected for search volume.
%=intensity difference at the voxel level of tgHD rats in comparison to controls.
x=lateral distance in mm from the midline (negative values to the right side).
y=anteroposterior location relative to Bregma (negative values: posterior to Bregma).
z=dorsoventral position (based upon the Paxinos stereotactic atlas).
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45.9±11.4 vs. 35.9±6.8 and 2.9±0.4 vs. 2.5±0.1, respectively
(Table 2; all pb0.03) (in part presented in the methodological Catwalk
paper by Vandeputte et al. 2010). No differences in swing speed,
duration stand and locomotor speed were detected later on. Stride
length and base width did also not reach significance between
genotypes at any time point. Subtle changes in interpaw coordination
were seen at 4, 6, 8 and 9 months, but did not consistently involve the
same paw pairs (data not shown).
Fig. 5. Caudate–putamen volume and lateral ventricle size in tgHD and controls. Histograms o
and 10 months of age. Data are shown as mean±SD. *pb0.05 in comparison to the 2-mon
Correlation analysis of [18F]MK-9470 and [18F]-FDG with behavioral
outcomes

As the above mentioned differences in behavioral outcomes
between both groups were highly significant, combining both groups
for correlation analysis on these measurements would only reflect
group differences. We therefore only performed correlation analysis
with the tgHD group.
f lateral ventrical size (A) and caudate–putamen volume (B) in tgHD andWT rats at 2, 5
th time point within each group (repeated measures ANOVA).

image of Fig.�5


Fig. 6. Behavioral outcomes in tgHD and controls. (A–C) Explorative behavior in the eight-arm radial maze. During free investigation of the maze, tgHD rats exhibited explorative
behavior comparable to their WT littermates. There was no major difference in preference for certain angles when choosing arms at all tested time-points. (D) Working memory
errors in the reinforced alternation task of the radial arm maze. The ability to retain and manipulate the mnemonic information to guide ongoing behavior was evaluated. At 6 and
11 months of age, the number of working memory errors was significantly increased in tgHD rats. (E–F) Gait parameters of the Catwalk. The swing speed (E) and duration of paw
contact (F) were significantly different for nearly all limbs between 2-month-old tgHD rats and WT. Data are shown as mean±SD. *pb0.05, FP, forepaw; HP, hindpaw.

Table 2
Locomotor velocity and stride frequency for tgHD andWT rats, measured on the Catwalk.

Experimental group Time point Locomotor speed (cm/s) Stride frequency (steps/s) Statistical significance

tgHD 2 months 45.94±11.43 2.90±0.42 pb0.03
control 35.93±6.80 2.50±0.41
tgHD 3 months 39.17±8.04 2.23±0.30 N.S.
control 36.18±7.26 2.12±0.40
tgHD 4 months 43.57±5.83 2.23±0.39 N.S.
control 38.32±10.34 2.07±0.45
tgHD 5 months 37.12±10.43 1.72±0.51 N.S.
control 31.94±11.75 1.49±0.35
tgHD 6 months 34.40±9.72 1.54±0.46 N.S.
control 37.09±8.64 1.83±0.20
tgHD 7 months 31.87±8.87 1.42±0.26 N.S.
control 29.32±8.19 1.37±0.21
tgHD 8 months 36.85±8.77 1.73±0.30 N.S.
control 31.76±14.04 1.48±0.45
tgHD 9 months 32.95±6.74 1.59±0.56 N.S.
control 34.18±4.32 1.61±0.28
tgHD 10 months 29.65±7.38 1.31±0.38 N.S.
control 25.52±4.86 1.22±0.23

Velocities are expressed as centimeters traveled per second and stride frequencies as the number of strides per second. Results of statistical comparisons between tgHD and
respective control animals are given for both variables in column 5 (Mann–Whitney U test). N.S. not significant.
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Correlation analysis revealed a positive correlation between swing
speed and glucose metabolism in the sensorimotor cortex bilaterally at
2 months of age (Fig. 3D; p≤5.3×10−5). The cluster encompassed the
primary motor cortex, the primary (trunk-, dysgranular-region and
barrel field) somatosensory cortex, the thalamic nuclei and the anterior
part of the hippocampus. No homologous regional correlations of [18F]-
FDG, nor behavioral outcomes with relative [18F]MK-9470 were
observed.

Discussion

In this study, we have for the first time characterized early CB1
receptor alterations in vivo in a transgenic rat model of HD using [18F]
MK-9470 and small animal PET. We showed that in pre-symptomatic
and early symptomatic tgHD rats, CB1 receptor availability is selectively
altered in different basal ganglia regions depending on disease
progression. Specifically, in 5- and 10-month-old tgHD rats, CB1
receptor binding was reduced in the caudate–putamen and lateral
globus pallidus, where cell bodies and axon terminals of CB1 receptor-
positive neurons are located, respectively (Herkenham et al., 1990).

Reductions in CB1 receptor binding of these regions are in line
with ex vivo samples of R6/1 transgenic mice at the pre-symptomatic
HD stage (Dowie et al., 2009). Dowie et al., demonstrated, in the
absence of neuronal loss, a 20% and 11% reduction in the striatal and
pallidal CB1 receptor density of 12-week-old R6/1 mice using [3H]
CP55,940 autoradiography. In line with Dowie et al. (2009) and
Denovan-Wright and Robertson (2000), we also detected alterations
in CB1 receptor binding prior to the onset of major motor symptoms
and in the presence of cognitive deficits. Moreover, the progressive
nature of our findings—although modest—may be reminiscent of
previous data showing that striatal CB1 mRNA progressively declines
in the pre-symptomatic phase to reach a steady-state low level
around the onset of overt motor symptoms (Denovan-Wright and
Robertson, 2000;Naver et al., 2003;McCaw et al., 2004). These findings
of an early in vivo loss of CB1 receptors suggests that [18F]MK-9470
may be a useful biomarker for HD. To further determine its usefulness,
preclinical in vivo studies tracking the evolution of CB1 levels until
later stages of HD are needed, as well as studies in pre-manifest
human carriers of the HDmutation using the same imaging technique
to confirm the clinical significance of our current finding.

The mechanism by which HD promotes this early loss of CB1
receptors is suggested to be caused by interactions between mutant htt
and nuclear transcription factors. Blázquez and coworkers showed in
striatal cells that mutant htt down-regulates CB1 receptors by
controlling gene promoter activity via repressor element 1 silencing
transcription factor and sensitizes cells to excitotoxic damage (Blazquez
et al., 2011). In experimental and human HD, CB1 mRNA is also one of
the most consistently decreased transcripts in postmortem striatal
tissue (McCaw et al., 2004;Kuhn et al., 2007). Of special interest, tgHD
rats display first polyQ recruitment sites around 6 months of age,
temporally related to our findings (Nguyen et al., 2006). Also, the
absence of obvious loss in caudate–putamen volume and lateral
ventricle size, promotes rather involvement of neuronal dysfunction
than cell death in the early disease process. Despite this agreement,
however, other contributing mechanisms such as changes in receptor
affinity or in conformational state cannot be excluded.

Interestingly, in the current study, cross-sectional genotype differ-
ences in levels of CB1 receptor evolved from the right hemisphere of
tgHD rats to both sides upon disease progression. Using a longitudinal
design, only bilateral deficits were seen for tgHD rats. These observa-
tions together suggest that also in WT rats CB1 receptor changes occur
under our significance threshold, pointing to influence of normal ageing
on CB1 receptormeasurements in vivo. The annual ex vivo rate of decline
in rats has been estimated at 14% per year for basal ganglia regions
(Romero et al., 1998). Slightly lower rates have been observed in brain
regions other than extrapyramidal areas (Berrendero et al., 1998),
arguing against the possibility that our findings are related to an
increased rate of ageing in tgHD rats in comparison to controls. Besides,
of all basal ganglia areas, the loss of CB1 receptors due to ageing seems
preferentially to occur in striatonigral and striatoentopenduncular
pathways, but not in striatalpallidal neurons (Romero et al., 1998).

No correlation of the basal ganglia CB1 receptor deficiency with
glucose metabolism measured by [18F]-FDG was observed. In
pre- symptomatic patients and animal models of HD, metabolic
data on striatal regions have been inconsistent, with some studies
demonstrating normal (Young et al., 1987) but most reduced levels
(Hayden et al., 1987;Antonini et al., 1996;Wang et al., 2005) of
glucose metabolism. Here, [18F]-FDG values of striatal regions did
not differ between genotypes, while [18F]-FDG uptake was higher in
the bilateral sensorimotor cortex of 2-month-old transgenic rat
as compared to controls. The cortical [18F]-FDG values were also
positively correlated to motor outcome, suggesting that neuronal
activity of the sensorimotor cortex directly underlies motor
performance on the Catwalk. In agreement with this finding,
corticostriatal activity has been shown to be associated with
motor symptoms in YAC128 transgenic mice (Joshi et al., 2009). In
YAC128 mice, synaptic responses have been reported to increase in
young pre-symptomatic animals, consistent to our finding, whereas
development of the motor phenotype coincided with an opposite
effect. In addition, the 2-month motor phenotype seen on the
Catwalk here is in line with the accelerod performance of this model
(Nguyen et al., 2006). Improved rotarod performance or increased
gaits with respect to WTs are, however, still abnormal behaviors.
R6/2 mice have shown hyperactivity in the open field at 3 weeks of
age (Luesse et al., 2001), but are profoundly dysfunctional on other
tests of cognitive function (Lione et al., 1999). It has also been
shown that reduction of cortical BDNF causes early improvements
in rotarod performance, despite neuropathological changes (Baquet
et al., 2004).

From our observations it also appears as if early deficits in spatial
learning and memory are not accompanied by in vivo alterations in
hippocampal CB1 receptor binding. Although a prominent role of
endocannabinoid signaling has been suggested in controlling hippo-
campal symptoms (Solowij and Michie, 2007), our finding is
consistent with previous ex vivo data in other HD models. In
symptomatic R6/1 mice, [3H]CP55,940 autoradiography revealed
decreased ligand binding in striatal projection areas, but no change
in the hippocampus and the cortex in the presence of cognitive
dysfunction (Dowie et al., 2010). Also, in R6/2 animals displaying
cognitive and mnemonic impairments, endocannabinoid levels of the
hippocampus did not differ from the levels of WTs at both early and
late stages (Bisogno et al., 2008). This contrasts our in vivo findings in
early symptomatic HD patients, where disease burden was inversely
correlated with CB1 receptor availability in the prefrontal cortex (Van
Laere et al., 2010). Also, in early HD patients, the widespread and
relatively uniform reduction of CB1 receptor availability throughout
the gray matter is ad odds with the regional selectivity of the early
changes here. Nonetheless, it cannot be ruled out that species-specific
differences in receptor–response exist, as, for example, species
differences in brain CB1 receptor distribution have been reported
(Burns et al., 2007).

As the disease progresses, transgenic rats expressing a fragment of
the rat HD genewith 51 CAG repeats have been reported to develop an
HD-like phenotype from the age of ~8 months with regard to motor
function (Nguyen et al., 2006) and cell loss (von Horsten et al., 2003).
While we observed modest changes in interpaw coordination and
well-known alterations due to ageing (Walhovd et al., 2005) in
parameters such as lateral ventrical size and caudate–putamen
volume, none of them clearly demonstrated a symptomatic HD-like
phenotype. Many environmental enrichment studies have shown that
housing conditions can have dramatic effect on the onset and
progression of HD in R6 mice (van Dellen et al., 2000; Hockly et al.,
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2002). Slight differences in living conditions such as socialisation or
bedding can thus potentially influence the course of the disease.
Routine care of our rats included provision of normal feed andbedding,
as well as the ethics committee's requirement for wooden blocks in
each cage.

In the design of this study, we have explicitly set the aim to
investigate CB1 receptor network alterations by using both absolute
and relative [18F]MK-9470 measurements. It is known that there is a
higher physiologic interindividual variability of absolute regional [18F]
MK-9470 determinations in the human brain, in the order of several
tens of percents (Barrero et al., 2005;Burns et al., 2007). Relative
measurements have the advantage of being much more sensitive,
allowing changes of 5%–10% to be measured using Statistical
Parametric Mapping (Van Laere et al., 2002), as proven here.

It is also known that the use of anesthesia may significantly change
tracer kinetics and uptake of [18F]-FDG. It has been reported that
isoflurane induces changes in brain glucose metabolism in rodents (e.g.
cortical changes), but so do other anesthetics (Toyama et al., 2004).
Moreover, also inmonkey, effects of isoflurane have been demonstrated
(Noda et al., 2003). As only relative [18F]-FDG measurements were
performed and the control group underwent exactly the same
procedure, we have assumed that possible differential effects of
anesthesia could be neglected.
Conclusion

In vivo cerebralmappingof pre-symptomatic andearly symptomatic
rats transgenic for HD using [18F]MK-9470 small animal PET points to
early regional dysfunctions in endocannabinoid signalling, incorporat-
ing the lateral globus pallidus and caudate–putamen. In vivo CB1
receptor measurements using [18F]MK-9470may thus be a useful early
biomarker for HD. Translational studies in premanifest human carriers
of the HD mutation using the same imaging technique are needed to
further demonstrate the clinical significance of this finding. Our results
also provide evidence of (1) early metabolic upregulation in the
sensorimotor cortex and (2) of subtle motor and cognitive deficits at
earlier stages than previously described.
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